LET ERIN REMEMBER THE DAYS OF OLD
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G – G7 E7 – Am
LET ERIN REMEMBER THE DAYS OF OLD
G Cm – G
ERE HER FAITHLESS SONS BETRAYED HER
G – G7 E7 – Am
MALACHI WORE THE COLLAR OF GOLD,
G Cm – G
WHICH HE WON FROM THE PROUD INVAER
Em – Bm7 C – D
WHEN HER KINGS, WITH STANDARD OF GREEN UNFURLED
Em – Am Cm
LED THE RED-BRANCH KNIGHTS TO DANGER
Em – Bm7 C– G– D – Am–C7
ERE THE EMERALD GEM OF THE WESTERN WORLD WAS
Em – Am D7 – G
SET IN THE CROWN OF A STRANGER
G – G7 E7 – Am
ON LOUGH NEAGH'S BANK AS THE FISHERMAN STRAYS
G Cm – G
WHEN THE CLEAR COLD EVE'S DECLINING,
G – G7 E7 – Am
HE SEES THE ROUND TOWERS OF OTHER DAYS
G Cm – G
IN THE WAVE BENEATH HIM SHINING
Em – Bm7 C – D
THUS SHALL MEMORY OFTEN, IN DREAMS SUBLIME,
Em – Am Cm
CATCH A GLIMPSE OF THE DAYS THAT ARE OVER
Em – Bm7 C – G– D – Bm –C7
THUS SIGHING, LOOK THROUGH THE WAVES OF TIME FOR THE
Em – Am D7 – G
LONG FADED GLORIES THEY COVER.